Milk Marketing Quota Order, amendment*

Regulation 25/2017
Registered February 27, 2017

Manitoba Regulation 59/2006 amended
1 The Milk Marketing Quota Order, Manitoba Regulation 59/2006, is amended by this Order.

2(1) Section 3 of Schedule C is amended
(a) by replacing the definitions "eligible amount", "eligible bidder" and "eligible person" with the following:

"eligible amount" means:
(a) an amount of quota of 10 kilograms of butterfat of daily quota annually for an eligible bidder;
(b) an amount of quota that is unlimited of butterfat of daily quota annually for an eligible bidder category 1;
(c) an amount of quota of 40 kilograms of butterfat of daily quota annually for an eligible bidder category 2;
(d) an amount of quota of 20 kilograms of butterfat of daily quota annually for an eligible bidder category 3;
(e) an amount of quota in kilograms of butterfat of daily quota to be determined by the board in its discretion for an eligible person.

* This regulation is made under the Dairy Farmers of Manitoba Marketing Plan Regulation, Manitoba Regulation 89/2004, and is Order No. 1, 2017 of Dairy Farmers of Manitoba.
"eligible bidder" means a registered producer whose milk quality has met the milk quality bonus standard less than three months out of a rolling 12-month period and has not had a contravention in the latest 12-month period.

"eligible person" means a person who is not a registered producer but who has met the criteria set out to become a registered producer or is a new registered produced with no history of milk quality.

(b) by adding the following definitions:

"eligible bidder category 1" means a registered producer whose milk quality has met the milk quality bonus standard a minimum of 11 months in a rolling 12-month period.

"eligible bidder category 2" means a registered producer whose milk quality has met the milk quality bonus standard a minimum of eight months in a rolling 12-month period.

"eligible bidder category 3" means a registered producer whose milk quality has met the milk quality bonus standard a minimum of three months in a rolling 12-month period.

"milk quality bonus standard" means milk that has met the following monthly standard: SCC – average of all monthly tests must be less than 250,000 per millilitre; IBC – average of all monthly tests must be less than 30,000 per millilitre; be CQM certified; have no inhibitor infraction and no freezing point infraction as defined in the Milk Quality Regulation.

(c) by repealing the definitions "eligible bidder Merit" and "eligible bidder Gold".

2(2) Section 11 of Schedule C is replaced with the following:

Effective date of Schedule

This amended Schedule takes effect for the first quota exchange that is at least 31 days after this section comes into force. Each quota exchange will be based upon the registered producer's quality rolling average as of the month prior to this section coming into force.

3(1) Section 1 of Schedule D is amended

(a) by replacing the definitions "eligible amount" and "eligible bidder" with the following:

"eligible amount" means:

(a) an amount of up to 6 days of daily quota in quota credits in kilograms of butterfat annually for an eligible bidder;

(b) an amount of up to 36 days of daily quota in quota credits in kilograms of butterfat annually for an eligible bidder category 1;
(c) an amount of up to 24 days of daily quota in quota credits in kilograms of butterfat annually for an eligible bidder category 2;

(d) an amount of up to 12 days of daily quota in quota credits in kilograms of butterfat annually for an eligible bidder category 3.

"eligible bidder" means a registered producer whose milk quality has met the milk quality bonus standard less than three months out of a rolling 12-month period and has not had a contravention in the latest 12-month period.

(b) by adding the following definitions:

"eligible bidder category 1" means a registered producer whose milk quality has met the milk quality bonus standard a minimum of 11 months in a rolling 12-month period.

"eligible bidder category 2" means a registered producer whose milk quality has met the milk quality bonus standard a minimum of eight months in a rolling 12-month period.

"eligible bidder category 3" means a registered producer whose milk quality has met the milk quality bonus standard a minimum of three months in a rolling 12-month period.

"eligible person" means a person who is not a registered producer but who has met the criteria set out to become a registered producer or is a new registered producer with no history of milk quality.

"milk quality bonus standard" means milk that has met the following monthly standard: SCC – average of all monthly tests must be less than 250,000 per millilitre; IBC – average of all monthly tests must be less than 30,000 per millilitre; be CQM certified; have no inhibitor infraction and no freezing point infraction as defined in the Milk Quality Regulation.

(c) by repealing the definitions "eligible bidder merit" and "eligible bidder gold".

3(2) Section 12 of Schedule D is replaced with the following:

Effective date of Schedule

12 This amended Schedule takes effect for the first quota credit exchange that is at least 31 days after this section comes into force. Each quota credit exchange will be based upon the registered producer’s quality rolling average as of the month prior to this section coming into force.
Coming into force

This Order comes into force on March 1, 2017, or on the day it is registered under The Statutes and Regulations Act, whichever is later.
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